Abstract -We study the evolution of 3d weakly interacting bosons at finite chemical potential with the stochastic Gross-Pitaevskii equation. We fully characterise the vortex network in an out of equilibrium. At high temperature the filament statistics are the ones of fully-packed loop models. The vortex tangle undergoes a geometric percolation transition within the thermodynamically ordered phase. After infinitely fast quenches across the thermodynamic critical point deep into the ordered phase, we identify a first approach towards the critical percolation state, a later coarsening process that does not alter the fractal properties of the long vortex loops, and a final approach to equilibrium. Our results are also relevant to the statistics of linear defects in type II superconductors, magnetic materials and cosmological models.
Three dimensional complex field theories with continuous symmetry breaking are used to describe phase transitions in a host of physical systems including superfluid 4 He [1] [2] [3] , type II superconductors [3, 4] , nematic liquid crystals [5] , magnetic materials [6] , weakly interacting bosons [7] , and the early universe [8, 10] . Such phase transitions lead to the formation of topological defects. In recent years, an impressive theoretical, numerical and experimental effort has been devoted to the measurement of the density of defects after slow quenches through second order phase transitions [9] . However, very little is known about the size distribution, geometric properties and spatial organisation of the defects inherited from fast and slow quenches. Such questions have been addressed in spin models, and mostly in two dimensions [11, 12] .
Of particular interest are linear defects, be them vortices, disclinations, or cosmic strings supported by 3d field theories with global U(1) symmetry that capture, in different limits, the systems mentioned in the first paragraph. In this Letter we study the dynamics engendered by the stochastic GrossPitaevskii equation for weakly interacting bosons [13] from the point of view of the vortex tangle. We show that the number density of vortex lengths is the one of fully packed models at high T and we fully characterise its time-dependence after sudden quenches. (Relativistic or underdamped extensions yield similar results apart from short-time differences [14] .)
The stochastic dynamics of the space-time dependent complex scalar field ψ(x, t) are ruled by the Langevin equation
The complex noise ξ has Gaussian statistics with zero mean, ξ a (x, t) = 0, and
for a, b = 1, 2 the real and imaginary components. g and ρ are real parameters in the Mexican-hat potential energy with degenerate minima at |ψ| 2 = ρ, the zero temperature equilibrium density. γ L is a friction coefficient. In the following we measure the order parameter in units of √ ρ, and space and time in units of the T = 0 mean-field equilibrium correlation length, 0 , and ρ/t 0 , respectively (we set the Boltzmann constant to one hereafter). We place the fields in a three spatial dimensional lattice and we solve the stochastic equation numerically with the lowest order Runge-Kutta method, periodic boundary conditions (PBC), and parameters g = 1, µ = 0.5 and γ L = 1. We show data obtained using discretization steps ∆x = 1 and ∆t = 0.01, averaged over at least 100 noise realisations. We checked that the equilibrium and dynamic results are not modified using smaller ∆x and ∆t when studied as functions of T /T c (the critical temperature T c itself depends on ∆x).
Vortices are centred at points where the field vanishes and its phase changes by 2πn, with n a non-vanishing integer, along a closed contour around them. A vortex element threads a square plaquette when the phase of the field on its four vertices changes by ±2π. When more than one vortex element enter (and exit) a unit cell, we use the stochastic scheme to recombine them. The length l of a vortex is the number of elements along it times ∆x. (We will discuss the effects of other reconnection rules in [14] , see also [15, 16] .) For PBC the lines are closed and can wrap around the system. Equation (1) takes the system to Gibbs-Boltzmann equilibrium and captures a second order thermodynamic phase transition at T c = 2.26 ± 0.02 for the parameters chosen. The critical exponents estimated numerically [14] are very close to the ones expected from the ǫ-expansion, and Monte Carlo simulations of the 3d XY model [17] .
A typical equilibrium state at very high temperature is such that two vortex elements enter and exist each unit cubic cell. The number density of vortex lengths normalised by the sample volume, N (l)/L 3 , is shown in Fig. 1 for various L. The data crossover from an algebraic decay with exponent 5/2, as for Gaussian random walks [18] , to a weaker decay with exponent 1, the result for fully-packed oriented loop models with the twoin two-out constraint [19] . Due to the Gaussian statistics short loops feel the size of the simulation box at scales O(L 2 ), as confirmed by the collapse of lN vs. l/L 2 In short,
at T ≫ T c . Gaussian statistics were found in a Z 3 model for the initial condition of cosmological models [20] and in random optical fields [21] observed in laser speckels and modelled with random wave superpositions. The cross-over to length-scales longer than L 2 was not discussed in these works. The detailed geometric analysis of line ensembles has been very successful in, e.g., polymer science [18] . At a critical point, be it thermodynamic or geometric, the critical objects are fractal. Their Hausdorff dimension D relates the linear length along the loop, l (≫ l 0 a microscopic length-scale), and the radius of the smallest sphere that contains the loop, R, as l ≃ R D . In the thermodynamic limit, 
In equilibrium, the vortices undergo a geometric transition between a 'localised' phase with finite loops only, and an 'extended' phase in which the length of a finite fraction of lines diverges in the thermodynamic limit. The geometric threshold falls within the thermodynamically ordered phase, at
An algebraic data fit yields α L = 2.17(2) and the dashed line uses α L = 2.17, accordingly D ≃ 2.56, a value to be associated with self-seeking random walks. In the inset, the variation of m L approaching T L suggests β L ≃ 1.7. We confirmed T L < T c with the analysis of other observables. We defined the size of a loop as the maximal side of the parallelepiped covering the vortex in the three Cartesian directions, i.e., the length that the string would have after smoothing out all small scale irregularities. We then counted the loops with larger size than the system size. Besides, we counted the non-contractible loops, i.e., those with non-vanishing winding number in at least one of the three spatial directions. The two numbers behave as order parameters for the geometric transition. Figure 3 We conclude that the geometric threshold differs from the thermodynamic critical point. The same fact was found in the 3d XY model [15] and the O(2) field theory [16] . These findings refute claims of the coincidence of the two transitions in the context of cosmology [24, 25] , in the field of superfluidity and type-II superconductivity [26, 27] , and in general [23] . See [22] for the field theory of the geometric transition. (4) is applied to the t = 7 dataset with c1 = 3.2, c2 = 9.2 × 10 −3 and n = 6.
We now turn to the dynamics after instantaneous quenches. A system prepared in equilibrium at T ≫ T c is subsequently evolved at T = 0. For a sufficiently large L the spatial averaged initial field is practically zero and the distribution of vortex lengths is very close to the one in Fig. 1 . After a transient, the system enters a dynamic scaling regime in which the space-time correlation, C(r, t) ≡ ψ * (x, t)ψ(x ′ , t) with r ≡ |x − x ′ |, or the dynamic structure factor, scale as
, with a growing length ξ d (t) = γ v t 1/2 , see Fig. 4 . This time-dependence was predicted in [28] for continuous spin models with nonconserved order parameter. Consequently, the vortex density decays as t −1 , see the inset. (We defined ρ vortex as the number of plaquettes with non-vanishing flux divided by their total number. Its 'value' depends on ∆x but its time-dependence does not.) Finite size effects, once analysed via
Vortices inhibit long-range order in the entire space but, as soon as they disappear at the end of the first plateau, the system rapidly enters the state with large phase correlation. This is the reason why ξ d increases suddenly at t ≃ 0.5 L 2 and quickly approaches the system size L.
We focus now on the time-evolving number of rings with length l. We first describe the numerical data and we later give functional forms for the various regimes.
Early regime, Fig. 5 . At t = 1, N is still very close to the initial one. Soon after, a short-length regime with positive slope starts to develop. To the right of the maximum, the algebraic decay is no longer given by the Gaussian 5/2 but by the α L = 2.17 of the critical geometric threshold. The time needed to reach this algebraic behaviour is t p ≃ 7 for L = 100. The precise determination of the variation of t p with L is a hard task [29, 30] and goes beyond the scope of this Letter. The weight of the longest length-scales remains the timeindependent l −1 . The cross-over between the two power laws occurs at a shorter l than for the initial state because the weight of the shorter loops has decreased by a factor of time.
Dynamic scaling regime, Fig. 6 . Three scales can be identified for L = 100 (above) and L = 500 (below). At short lengths the curves are well represented by a linear dependence (dotted lines) until a maximum at a scale of the order of the growing correlation length ξ d . Beyond it a regime with weight l −2.17 is seen in both panels (data fits yield α L = 2.17(9) and α L = 2.17 (5)). For the smaller system size, it is progressively erased and at t = 30 only the final l −1 decay remains. For the larger system size, the curves are parallelly translated down. The last l −1 regime is also seen. In the inset to the lower panel the scaling t 2 N vs. l/t 1/2 describes the first two regimes quite accurately.
Late epochs, Fig. 7 . At very long times just a few noncontractible long vortices remain, until they break and finally disappear, letting the system phase order. The number of loops has a peak at l ≃ L. In the inset, the average number of loops, N loop , and non-contractible loops, N non−cont , as functions of time. In equilibrium these quantities vanish and, accordingly, the dynamic values approach zero.
A simple argument along the lines of the one used in [11, 12] to deal with the statistics of clusters in spin models leads to an analytic -though approximate -expression for N .
The first remark is that the double algebraic decay of N at t = 0 or t p is well approximated by
A sharp cross-over between the two power laws is obtained for large n (n = 6 is sufficient, see Fig. 5 ). The cross-over takes place at l the inset in the upper panel in Fig. 6 . For N as in (4) , to leading order in L, and ignoring constants,
. We assume that after the transient t p , the length of each vortex is reduced at the same rate as the dynamic correlation length
with γ v a parameter, t a = t p + l 2 p /γ 2 v the annihilation time at which l(t a ) = 0, and l p the length of the vortex ring at t p . We suppose that the vortices are sufficiently long and far apart that they evolve independently of each other. Neglecting the fact that they break up and disappear in the course of evolution we use
Let us first focus on long length scales. From the numerator one estimates a crossover at a dynamic length l * (t), that is advected towards smaller scales as time evolves,
as observed in the numerical data. We recover
independently of time. Instead, for l < l * (t) we need to correct (6) to take into account the annihilation of vortices with short length that implies N loop (t) ≃ t −ζ , see the inset in the upper panel in Fig. 6 , and the consequent reduction of the averaged length size l ≃ t −ζ+1/2 . We enforce this scaling heuristically, by simply multiplying Eq. (6) by (γ 2 v t) −ζ . Proceeding in this way, and taking t ≫ t p ,
Finally, this regime can also be split in two
For α L ≃ 2.17 and ζ ≃ 1.1, the exponent in the left-hand-side is close to 2, the value used in the inset in Fig. 6 (lower panel). In conclusion, we presented a full characterisation of the vortex network in and out of equilibrium. It should be possible to observe these static and dynamic vortex statistics in experimental systems, by, for example, examining the 3d vortex configurations in the turbulent state of a trapped Bose-Einstein condensate shortly after its expansion [31] . * * * 
